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The information below published by Norelid Advokatbyrå and/or its employees is only to be 

considered general information and does not constitute, nor should it be used as, professional legal 

advice. There is a risk that the information is not complete or not entirely updated. Any use of the 

information is at the risk of the user.  

What is a Data Processing Agreement? 

The GDPR stipulates that the relationship between a controller and processor is to be regulated by a 

personal data processing agreement (“DPA”). The agreement establishes the parties’ obligations and 

ensures that both parties are aware of their obligations, in relation to each other and in relation to the 

data subjects whose personal data are processed.  

What are Controllers and Processor? 

A controller is an entity which decides the purpose and means of processing – i.e., why and how the 

personal data is processed. A processor is an entity which processes personal data on behalf of a 

controller (review our checklist for determining controller and processor for further information).  

What Must a DPA Contain? 

A DPA must, at a minimum, contain guarantees from the processor to only process personal data 

according to the controller’s instructions, implementing the appropriate technical and organizational 

measures according to the GDPR as well as assisting the controller in its GDPR-related obligations, 

(including the controller’s obligations in relation to data subjects). It must also contain a 

confidentiality clause and the right of the controller to audit the processor’s data processing activities, 

a list of sub-processors approved by the controller (provided that such sub-processors will be 

processing the controller’s data), as well as end-of-contract provisions.  

Please consult the checklist(s) below for further inspiration for how to draft a DPA. Also, please note 

that the mandatory checklist is by no means exhaustive. It is important to make sure that any DPA you 

enter into fits the applicable commercial agreement, reflects the actual processing taking place and 

limits your company’s liability in terms of data protection.  
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Mandatory Checklist 

A DPA must contain: 

☐ the scope of the DPA

☐ the nature, purpose, and duration of the data processing

☐ the type(s) of personal data and data subjects

☐ the controller’s right to issue instructions on the processing of personal data, including the

controller’s right to audit the processors data processing

☐ the processor’s commitment to confidentiality

☐ the processor’s commitment to information security, including technical and organisational

measures as well as the processor’s obligation to report data breaches (to the controller)

☐ conditions for engaging sub-processors

☐ the processor’s assistance regarding the controller’s obligations regarding information security

and data subject’s rights

☐ contract termination clause (erasure or return of personal data)

 Nice-to-Have (Non-Mandatory) 

A DPA should furthermore contain: 

☐ expanded clauses on storage, altering, deletion and blocking (including controller’s

instructions)

☐ detailed audit rights

☐ expanded obligations of the processor’s regarding data breaches

☐ limitation of liability

☐ expanded end-of-contract provisions

☐ force majeure

☐ dispute resolution (likely found in the applicable commercial agreement)
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